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Remote Sensing
Of
Inner Heliospheric Plasmas

I. Introduction
The outermost parts of the solar atmosphere - the corona and solar wind - experience dramatic perturbations related to flares and mass-ejection transients. These
disturbances extend to the Earth's magnetosphere and to Earth itself. In the past, observations of the origins of these disturbances in the lower corona have been restricted to
coronal emission-line observations and the meter-wave radio band, but since the 1970's
we have seen the addition of powerful new observing tools for observation: sensitive
coronagraphs, both in space and at terrestrial observatories; X-ray imaging telescopes;
low-frequency radio telescopes; space-borne kilometric wave radio receivers; aind interplanetary scintillation data.
The primary object of the research ,nderway has been the understanding of the
physics and spatial extents of heliospheric structures such as coronal mass ejections,
streamers, and the magnetosphere of the Earth. In comparison with spacecraft in situ
and ground-based data this leads to a better determination of tre total mass and energy
of these structures, their trapped particle populations and their temporal evolution. In
addition, we have addressed the question of how easy these features are to observe
and how we can forecast their effects on Earth. This study has resulted primarily from
analyzing the data from the zodiacal light photometers on board the HELIOS spacecraft
and the kilometric-wave data from the ISEE-3 spacecraft.
We describe our recent results on HELIOS photometer observations of mass ejections,
co-rotating density enhancements and other heliospheric features in Section II of this report. In addition, in Section II we describe our current analysis of metric and kilometric
radio burst data. These data, which include kilometric observations from ISEE-3, can
be used not only to observe heliospheric strctures, but also auroral kilometric radiation
(AKR) ducted along the magnetotail of Earth. The new research section (Section III)
emphasizes the studies we have continued under this contract and concludes with a list
of papers and abstracts which have been supported by this contract. Section III also
contains a list of the personnel who have been supported by this contract. Section IV
states the future goals of the project. Conclusions and an executive summary of the
analysis to be performe(d in the next years are found in Section V.
II. Scientific Background and Recent Results
II.A. The Sun, the Heliosphere and the Magnetosphere of Earth
In association with filament eruptions or large solar flares the Sun emits clouds of
ionized gas and entrained magnetic fields (the "coronal mass ejection") and hydrodynamic disturbances (the "shock wave") responsible for some of the magnetic-storm
sudden commencements at the Earth. Coronal mass ejections are the most dramatic

disturbances of the heliospheric mass distribution and the ones first detected in the HELIUL- photometer data (Richter et al., 1982). Tile quantitative study of mass ejections
essentially began with the Skylab coronagraph (e.g., Rust and Hildner et al., 1980),
and has been greatly enhanced by the advent of new coronal instruments. There are
data available from the P78-1 and SMM spacecraft, and from mountaintop observatories
such as Sacramento Peak and Mauna Loa. In addition, ground-based radio observations
provide information on interplanetary scintillations, which are espec;ally useful at high
ecliptic latitudes and large solar elongations. In addition to these astronomical observations, there are extensive in situ observations from a wide variety of past and present
spacecraft. These measurements are generally restricted to the vicinity of the ecliptic
plane.
In the lower corona the major ejections observed in Ha are termed "eruptive prominences," and are typically associated with a particular kind of flare, characterized by two
expanding bright ribbons in the chromosphere and a growing system of coronal loops
rooted in these ribbons (e.g., Svestka, 1986). The X-ray loops appear to move gradually upward in a steady sequence of diminishing temperature and velocity, and their
emission decays with tine scales of hours (e.g., Sv;stka, 1981). These long-duration
X-ray events (Kahler, 1977; Sheeley et al., 1983) are known to have a strong association
with the ejection of mass into the corona (the coronal transient), the acceleration of
interplanetary protons ({aliler et al., 1978), and meter-wave radio phenomena (Webb
and Kundu, 1978).
Recent solar X-ray imaging observations have added new data for the phenomenological )icture of the origins of coronal mass ejections. Using X-ray imaging and coronagraphi data, Harrison et al. (1985) argue that rising X-ray arches are involved in the
initiation of coronal mass ejections, and in some instances flares, when they occur, are
secondary activity at the feet of the arches. We now have evidence that these longenduring coronal structures may also trap extremely hot thermal sources (e.g., Tsuneta
et al., 1984). Cliver et al. (1986) argue that such extended hard X-ray bursts are evidence of the acceleration of nonthermal particles in the post-flare loops following mass
ejections. X-ray imaging data also revealed large, long-enduring X-ray arches associated
with metric radio continua following flares on 21-22 May 1980 (Svestka et al., 1982a),
several times on 6 and 7 November 1980 (Svestka et al., 19821); Svestka, 1984; Farnik
et al., 1986) and on 20-22 January 1985 (Hick et al., 1987). These arches coexist with
the loop systems, but extend to higher altitudes, survive longer, and coincide in space
and time with coronal metric radio i)henomena such as type I (short, segmented in time
and frequency) and type IV (broad-band continuous) radio emission. Extended bursts
of ioin-thermal hard X-ray ciiission (Frost and Dennis, 1971; Hudson, 1978) provide
another sign that major energy release and particle acceleration may take place in the
corona high above and for long periods after the disturbance at the solar surface.
As shown by Webb ei al. (1980), the ejected coronal mass at the time of a solar flare
may be more important energetically than its chroniosl)heric manifestations. Thus it is
imperative to stutdy the masses and 3-dimensional structures of the mass ejections in
order to understand the flare proc(ss. This iprovi(les an additional incentive for the study
of mass ejection )henomena, over and above our interest in the )hysical mechanisms
involved in the acceleration of niass and particles associated with the mass motions
themselves.
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The observations from the HELIOS spacecraft photometers (Leinert et al., 1981)
provide a link between coronal observations and those obtained in situ near Earth.
Prior to these observations, the most frequently used way to obtain information about
the interplanetary medium was Ly radio burst data. Both metric and kilometric radio
bursts observed from space have been used as tracers for heliospheric structure and
particle propagation.
Metric type I and type IV radiation from the solar corona often associated with solar
active regions have been mentioned previously. Metric type III radio bursts (Wild, 1950)
are caused by electrons traveling outward through the solar corona at speeds of 0.05 to
0.5 times the speed of light. Often associated with the onset phase of a solar flare (Wild
et al., 1954; Louighead et al., 1957; Kane, 1972), these electrons can be traced along
open magnetic field lines until they are detected in situ (Lin et al., 1973). The actual
radi,-wve production is thought to be caused by the formation of radio emission at
the local plasma frequency from the passing electron stream. In spite of many years of
observation, the acceleration mechanism responsible for type III electrons has eluded
researchers.
One of the principal locations of interaction between the heliosphere and the Earth
is at the magnetospheric boundary. We know from studies by Wilcox (1968) and others
that the variations in the heliosphere as determined by measurements of magnetic field,
proton density and solar wind speed can be used to determine variations in the magnetic
field of the Earth. For lack of any better description of the magnetic field of the Earth,
the parameters usually related to hieliosph(eric variations are the AE or Kp indices. The
physics behind these: variations at Earth lacks a global descril)tion of the changes at
the magnetospheric boundary simply because the observations of most of the pertinent
inagnetospheric parameters do not exist.
II.B. The HELIOS Photometer Data
II.B.1. HELIOS Zodiacal Light Photometer Background
The HELIOS spacecraft, the first being launched into heliocentric orbit in 1974,
contained sensitive zodiacal-light photometers (Leinert et al., 1981). Each of the two
HELIOS spacecraft contained three photometers for the study of the zodiacal-light
distribution. These photometers, at 160, 310, and 900 ecliptic latitude, swept the celestial
sphere to obtain data fixed with respect to the solar direction, with a sample interval of
about five hours. The spacecraft were placed in solar orbits tha;i approached to within
0.3 AU of the Sun. The I)hotometers of HELIOS A viewed to the south of the ecliptic
plane; HELIOS B to the north. These photometers were first shown to be sufficiently
sensitive to be able to detect variations in density from coronal mass ejections by Richter
et al. (1982).
An evaluation of these variations provides us with an opportunity to extend the coverage of transient phenomena )ro(luce(d by the Sun in the corona and to reduce some
of the ambiguities in the coronal data obtaine(d front the Earth's direction. This stereoscopic capability has I)een a major objective of the International Solar Polar Mission
and of several other proposed (leep-sI)ace )robes, but sone of the desired capability
exists in these screr(lil)itous HELIOS data. In many mass-ejection events, the mass can
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be followed right past the HELIOS zenith direction and into the antisolar hemisphere.
In the HELIOS data, the contributions of background starlight and zodiacal (lust have
been calculated and removed from each photometer sector by Leinert and his colleagues,
and this information has been stored on magnetic tapes and on a 12-inch optical disk.
This optical disk is now available at UCSD and on request from the National Space
Science Data Center (NSSDC).
The image processing system we have developed has been demonstrated by construction of images of the interplanetary medium in video and motion picture form for
specific mass ejection sequences of the data; these data and additional images of specific
events have been used to trace the time history of a variety of density enhancements.
Recently, these programs have been transferred to the Vax computer at the Geophysics
Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts, and the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
Laboratory, Lairel, Maryland. Thus, the capability exists to carry out HELIOS data
analysis at any SPAN site. This capability is especially important for co-investigator D.
Webb at the Geophysics Laboratory who (though not funded by this program) retains
significant interest and collaborative expertise in the analysis of this unique data set,
and who now can operate the HELIOS analysis programs at his location.
These data are of interest to the Air Force for several reasons: 1) The understanding
of the processes in the heliosphere and its plasma environment are of great importance
to the Air Force that operates spacecraft systems and at times maintains a manned
presence in space. 2) The ability to observe the outward propagation of structures and
particles from the Sun allows researchers to forecast their arrival at Earth. This in
turn leads to both a better understanding of how these features interact with the Earth
environment and how to deterinne a more accurate prediction of their effects on Air
Force space and communication systems. 3) In recent years the Air Force has proposed
placing an orbiting Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI) in spacE' to forecast the arrival
at Earth of solar mass ejections, liebospheric shocks, and co-rotating dense regions. By
studying the data from the HELIOS spacecraft photometers it is possible to assess the
usefu!ness of the data which an Earth-based imager such as SMEI would provide.
II.B.2. Prior Research with the HELIOS Photometer Data Set
A major achievement of past research at UCSD has been the measurement of interplanetary miasses and speeds of coronal mass ejections observed with coronagraphs,
interplanetary scintillation measurements aind in situ spacecraft measurements. The
2-D imaging technique which displays HELIOS data has been developed here. The
combination of these data with others to provide stereoscopic views of coronal mass
ejections has been used to advantage for each ejection studied (Jackson, 1985a; Jackson
et al., 1985; and Jackson and Leinert, 1985; as reviewed in Jackson, 1985b).
The masses obtained from these observations indicate that indeed the material of
a mass ejection observed in the lower corona moves coherently outward into the interplanetary inedinmn. In HELIOS photometer data it is possible to sample the brightness
of any given ejection over a far greater range of heights than with a coronagraph at one
instant. For this reason, individual mass ejections appear to have approximately twice
as much mass in the photometer data than in coroiagraph observations. By measuring
the outward motion of an ejection, the total extent of mass flow past the 160 latitudinal
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set of photometer sectors can be found and then checked by the 310 set of photometer
sectors (e.g., see Jackson, 1985b). The HELIOS data show that not only do coronal
mass ejections supply significant mass to the interplanetary medium, but that the mass
flow may extend over periods longer than one day.
The shapes of three loop-like mass ejections observed by coronagraphs have been
measured as they moved past the HELIOS photometers in order to determine their
edge-on thicknesses. Jackson et al. (1985) find an angular extent in HELIOS data for
each event studied that is nearly the same as in the coronagraph view from the different
perspectives which show the loops edge-on. Thus, the implication is that loop-like mass
ejections are only loop-like in appearance, and are really large in angular extent observed
edge-on.
One coronal mass ejection (that of 21 May 1980) has been studied in detail as to its
surface manifestation (McCabe et al., 1986). The perspective view from the HELIOS
spacecraft combined with that for SOLWIND allows a far more accurate mass to be
determined for this event. It also indicates a highly non-radial motion at the onset of
this ejection.
We have followed the mass ejection of 7 May 1979 in a comprehensive analysis from
near the solar surface to the furthest extent that can be observed by HELIOS (Jackscn
et al., 1988). Near-surface observations of this mass ejection show its slowly-moving Ha
manifestations, and indicate that this ejection accelerated until it was observed later by
HELIOS. Two major prongs of outward-moving material reached a speed of about 500
kms - 1 as measured from the outward motion observed in HELIOS data. The analysis
also includes UCSD interplanetary scintillation (IPS) measurements (Coles and Kaufman, 1978) which show an enhancement of the scintillation level during passage of the
excess mass. IPS observations measured a speed of the ejection passage perpendicular to
the line-of-sight to 3C48 which compared favorably with the 500 kms - speed obtained

from HELIOS data.
Webb and Jackson (1987) have been able to determine an occurrence rate of plasma
events with solar cycle from the HELIOS B 900 photometer. The general characteristics of the in .5it'u manifstations of these events have been listed in this earlier study.
Although individual events have been shown generally to be mass ejections, both mass
ejections and elongated features that rotate with the Sun are observed. Using the complete HELIOS B 90' photometer time series plots which were made available to us
courtesy of Ch. Leinert, Webb and Jackson (1990) have classified a set of events from
1976 through 1979 for further analysis. Seventy events have been temporally located
by this means. Using data from all three photometers, we have been able to determine
that a large set (57 or 80%) of these events are imass ejections rather than other types
of heliospheric features.
Persistent elongated features near the solar surface (streamers) that rotate with the
Sun and extend outward from it are the most prominent coronal feature observed at
the time of an eclipse. The HELIOS observations have been use( " to measure the extent
of these features. The position-angle change with time of these features determines a
heliographic latitude and longitude while their curvature with (listance from the Sun
gives a s)eed of the outward-mnoving material. Most of these features appear to map to
the heliospheric current sheet. An analysis which gave speeds of ,300 kms - ' for over
forty of these features to 10% accuracy showed that the speeds of material within these

features did not vary with latitude or with the solar cycle.
Prior to this contract, a procedure had been developed at UCSD to use month-long
stretches of photometer data to display heliospheric brightness in the form of synoptic
maps (Hick et al., 1990). These latitude-longitude contour plots give tie heliospheric
locations of persistent bright features. Present in these data are co-rotating dense
regions and mass ejections throughout the lifetimes of the two HELIOS spacecraft.
Interpreted in terms of density, for the first time these data show the latitudinal density
structure of the heliosphere beyond the region of primary solar wind acceleration. Using
this technique, it is possible when looking to the east of tile Sun, to build up a contour
map before the co-rotating features arrive at Earth. Thus, tile technique demonstrates
the possibility of being able to forecast the arrival of these features at Earth.
II.B.3. The HELIOS Photometer Data Optical Disk Capability
Until some automatic way of handling the large amounts of HELIOS photometer
data was available, we were only able to initiate studies using other observations to
select events. In the latter portion of 1989, NSSDC produced a 12-inch optical disk to
our specifications which contains all of the information available on the HELIOS A and
B photometer tapes. UCSD now has a copy of that disk which can be read on an optical
disk drive available to us, and we have written a set of disk-reading routines which will
allow easy access to the c)mplete HELIOS I)hotometer data set. Not only is it possible
to use HELIOS data in this manner, but following this example it is possible to have
other data sets made available on optical disk by NSSDC.
II.C. Metric and Kilometric Radio-wave Observations
Using radioheliograph techniques, type III burst positions can be shown to be associated with solar active regions (e.g., Kane et al., 1980). Actual type III burst electron
production must therefore be cause(l, or at least largely influenced, by the specific geometry of the active region. Jackson (1986) has )roposed a mechanism that relates a
specific active region geometry to the production of type III burst electrons. This proposed mechanism is indicated by a l)osition anisotropy discovered in the location of type
III bursts surrounding an expanding active region. This mech anism presumes that a
current system exists around an active region and that this current indicates the location
of the production of type III electrons. The anisotrcpy was discovered by using twodimensional images obtained in 1973 and 1977-78 from the Culgoora Radioheliograph
(Jackson, 1986), but it is possible to take the analysis much farther.
Type III electrons are observed near the solar surface by the metric radio radiation
they produce. When these electrons speed outward into the interplanetary rnedinn, they
can be traced in kilometric radio wavelengths. Two studies of ini nediate interest to the
Air Force using this data set are: 1) the placement of the type III burst acceleration
within the active region geometry and 2) the observations that the level of type III
radio burst activity call increase several hours prior to mass ejections and solar flares
(Jackson et al., 1978; Jackson and Sheridan, 1979). We presume that the level of type
Ill burst activity increases prior to coronal changes associated with the.emergence of
magnetic field from the solar photosphere. These data and the ideas associated with
them give a probe of the current systems which surround active regions and a possible
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mechanism that can be used to forecast the onset of solar flares.
Data obtained from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) in Sydney, Australia with the help of R.T. Stewart of Sydney, include the
two-dimensional intensity contour plots of over 150 isolated type III bursts and burst
groups that were imaged at Culgoora from June 1978 to November 1979 and from May
1984 through February 1985. The type III burst data during the latter time period
from isolated bursts shows that over 35% of the bursts were present at 327 MHz as well
as at lower frequencies. In total, over 2000 two-dimensional positions of type III bursts
are available for analysis.
II.D. Magnetospheric Imaging using AKR
AKR is naturally-occurring radio radiation thought to arise-from plasma processes
close to the surface of the Earth. This radiation can be more intense in space near
Earth than from man-made sources, is generally of a spiky, short duration, and spreads
out from the magnetic poles of the Earth. AKR is generally present in varying amounts
throughout the duration of a magnetic substorm. During a magnetic substorm the
magnetic field of the Earth (even at its surface) can be s.hown to undergo large changes
in amplitude and direction. According to theory (e.g., Hones, 1979), during a substorm
it is possible that the Earth's magnetotail decreases in length by nearly an order of
magnitude. The release of a plasinoid from the magnetotail of the Earth directed
opposite the Sun into the solar wind is supposed to account for these magnetic variations.
A recent papet by Steiiuberg et al., (1989) shows the location of the a))arent source
of AKR observed from ISEE-3 at different freqIieicies on three different days when
the solar wind density had different values. At the time, ISEE-3 was well outside the
Earth's magnetosheath. The observations show that, as seen from ISEE-3, the apparent location of the radiation from the spacecraft can be many degrees tailward of
the Earth. This implies that the radiation is refracted or ducted along the magnetotail/magnetoshcath region until it escapes in the direction of the ISEE-3 spacecraft. The
use of this kilometric-wave dlata is clearly one that will continue to allow information
to be derived about the overall structure of the ,nag,,etosheathi/magnetotail region of
Earth when AKR is active.
The Air Force has had a long history of supporting magnetospheric studies. One of
the reasons for this has been Air Force communication systems which can be significantly
effected by magnetospheric changes. In addition, spacecraft orbiting in geosynchronous
orbit at times are outside the riagnetosphere of the Earth and at other times are within
it. In the past, variations in the iiaginetosphiere have caused not only communication difficulties with Air Force spacecraft, but also excessive charge build-up on these satellites
leading to the destruction of instrumentation. Thus, ain understanding of the overall
magnetosphieric structure using remote sensing techniques could be very valuable to the
Air Force in a direct way. Beyond this, it may be possible to use the AKR observations
to forecast when a substorm, and thus a large change in the magnetosphere of the Earth
is about to occur.
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III. Research Completed Under This Contract

During the first year of this contract we have begun research on three aspects of
remote sensing of heliospheric plasmas. First, and of primary importance, we have
begun new studies with the HELIOS photometer data now available on optical disk.
Secondly, we have initiated a variety of studies which deal with the remote sensing
observations of solar radio bursts. Finally, in a further study of the same data sets

used for solar radio bursts, we have begun to study magnetospheric substorm events by
measurement of the propagation of AKR through the magnetosphere of the Earth.
III.A. HELIOS Photometer Remote Sensing
Now that the HELIOS photometer data are available on optical disk, we have begun
filling in data for the southern hemisphere using observations from HELIOS A. This
is particularly important because the time interval through which HELIOS A operated
spanned eleven years (one complete solar cycle) from 1974 through 1985. The HELIOS
A 900 photometer is niormially 11ot available for this analysis on the zodiacal light data
tapes because of a questioned absolute calibration due to the presence of the Large
Magellanic Cloud and an uicalibrated wobble of the HELIOS A spacecraft over its 6month orbital period. However, we are interested primarily in the short-term variations
in the data temporal sequcnce. Using data from the optical disk at UCSD and a data
set normally not used, we have been able to display the HELIOS A 90 ° data for all
orbits of the HELLOS A spacecraft. From this data set we selected all of the significant
events (-300) for further study.
Using this extensive list of events we have just published a preliminary study of the
solar cycle variation of these data (Webb and Jackson, 1991). A further refinement
has been to continue analysis of these events by plotting the available lower photometer
sequences for thm. Ttl, 2,flows idcntifi:ation of cah crovet, its dcthilud comparison with
in situ observations and imaging. To make this analysis tractable, we have developed
several autonmatic analysis sc(ienis to handle the bulk of data imore efficiently. One new
data reduction procedure has largely replaced the tiie-consuzning hand-editing that
was previously required to make available each section of data. The technique works by
filtering the photometer data temporally, aftcr first removing the large component of
zodiacal light brightness from the data. To check our procedure, as a control we have
also re-analyzed all (-S0) of the significant HELIOS B events including those from the
Webb and Jackson (1990) analysis just completed.
These analyses and the ready availability of the data have lead to a variety of furtiher projects including )rcliminary apers by Crooker and Webb (1991) and Jackson
(1991d, e). The Crooker study involves the tracing of heliospheric mass ejections in
sector boundary regions of the solar wind. Both in situ and Helios photometer data
are used to sort the different structures in these com)lex regions of space. The Jackson
(1991d) presentation at the Solar Wind 7 conference in Septemlber in Goslar, Germany
was a video of mass ejectiois observed by the HIELIOS photometers. These videos show
a sequence of images of five mass ejections as they move outward from the Sun to the
farthest distances observed by HELIOS. The Jackson (1991e) review paper l)resented at
the first SOLTIP conference in Septeumber in Liblice, Czechoslovakia compares the HELIOS photometer data with IPS (lata for specific time intervals. Compared are several

mass ejections observed by HELIOS with available data from IPS velocity measurements from UCSD (Coles and Kaufman, 1978) and additional data from IPS using the
Cambridge, England array (Hewish and Bravo, 1985). The SOLTIP analyses in some
instances have been pul)blished previously (i.e., Jackson et al., 1988, Hick et al., 1991),
but here the information is gathered together. In the final portion of the review, there
is an attempt for the first time to reconcile the differences between the Cambridge IPS
and the HELIOS masses for a mass ejection observed leaving the Sun on 27 April 1979.
The automatic analysis techniques have allowed the display of photometer data into
month-long data sequences in the form of synoptic maps (as in Hick et al., 1990). In a
preliminary report (Hick et al., 1991) we have been able to compare these maps with IPS
velocity maps (Rickett and Coles, 1991), K-coronameter maps (Fisher and Siine, 1984)
and magnetic field maps (Htoekseina et al., 1983). The HELIOS observations clearly
show the organized heliographic equator enhancement of density at solar minimum
and a depletion of the density over the solar poles. As solar maximum approaches
the enhance(l density increases in latitude until at the time of maximum the whole
of the Sun is surrounded by (lense solar wind. This effect has been concluded from
circumstantial evidence nearer the solar surface by others, but has never before been
as directly observed albov the rii ia ry regiot of solar wi ml acceleration (where the
HELIOS photometers are sensitive).
III.B. Metric and Kilonitritc Solar Radio Burst Observations
In recent studies, Jackson and Leblanc (1989) and Leblai c ald Jac:kson (1989) show
that some type III electrotis can be traced all the way froim the Sill to Earth. In these
studies, data from the low-energy electron experiment on ISEE-3 which operated in 1978
and 1979 can then be used to (letermine the energies and l)artiele distributions of each
of these events. Approximately 100 of these events have been associated temporally
with solar flares. II a recently published paper (Jackson and Leblanc, 1991) these data
have been used to calibrate the beaut shape and (hctcrmimine the total number of electrons
and energies foi thsc events. \Ve find total energies and electron numbers that average
an order of magnitude larger th,in iniasurements by others priiarily because the beam
size implied by this technique is so large.
III.C. Analysis of AKR Magnetosplieric Propagation Paths
Prior to the AKR observations described in the last section, there has been almost no
way to observe the overall global configuration of the inagnet.oslhere of thec Earth. Tie
analysis of the data to date has dealt primarily with the (letermination of the average
positional directions of A\'R caused by a variety of factors. We contiiue to (levelol)
these techniques whichi are used to determine niagnctosplieric propagation paths of
AKR to the ISEE-3 spacecraft (luring 1982-83 when the spacecraft was outside the
magnetosheath of the Earth at a)proximately tihe distance of the moon or greater. One
study centers on the determination of the changes in the directional positions, extents
and intensities of the AKR during the timies of stal le bilit differing solar wind conditions.
Both the solar wind density and velocity affect the propagation path of the AKR. A
simple magnetospheric density model is being developed in an atteml)t to understand
the effects on the AKR propagation observed. The study of the AKR at times of
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stable solar windl ':-1,ditions are conltinuicl InI conjunction wvithi observations at times of
substorm activity where the applarent source position of the AIM is observed to vary
by large armounts over time iritervtds of a few hours or less.
Mor,: than fifty AIKR events (Jackson, 1991b) have been located in thle data where
the "ppareilt source of the radliation changes direction by many degrees in the course
oseveral hours. Often, these direction changes begin with a gradually increasing shift
in thle direction of the appIarent source location awvay from the Sunl followved by a rapid
return to the original app)arent source location. Solar windl pairameter changes which
could cause tile rapidl AIMRprop)agationl changes are monitored throughout the events
and often show 11o systematic associatedl density or velocity change. Whlen clhanges such
as magnetic field direction reversals occur ill tile solar wind wich appear to trigger tile
appiarent Source location Chianiges, they are tinIedl more witih a change of tile p~aramneter
near Earth than with its cliallge near tile JSEE-3 spacecraft. It therefore followvs that
the p)rop)agationl path chlanges for tilese events are most likely caulsed1 by a large-scale
rearr-angeinent of the mlagnetospllere of the Earth.
IV. Future Project
WV.A. HELIOS Pihotomleter fltiiote Senisin~g

'We miow ha~ve al list Of aiiiir'OXIImItel-y 100 evenits observed by the HELIOS phlotomleters
fronm 1974 through 19S5. Wv intend to pllblisi this list ats soonias we are ab~le to catalogule
each event and d etermne %i
vii'tlierI ech-1 IS Ci thie a t IMass ejCtioti or a co- rotatimlg regionl.
1
Tile solar cyl-e variability (if each of these events Slll(l llld
w
easily obtailC(1. Beyond~
this, it will lie imiportanit to (leterit ilti
asscs for the inass ejections ill thle list. Followinlg
Jackson (1991ic) thlere shtul( bce enoulgh events p~resenlt izn CM E sample to determine if
tile nulmbler of events jper uiit h!1aSs follow ail exp~onenltial curve, and to what limits the
iiiasses agree withi the valuies dlerivedl fromi corollagrap)l ob)servationls. Tile mass ejection
tins5ss obiserved biy HELIOS are aI iiore dlirect meaolsure of time mmasses presenlt ifl tile
solar witnd( Sin1ce tihe Ii le;I1misi
i eits an lei taincd't beyond( thei region (if pirimary solar wind
acceleration. T lie .Jacksoni ( 1991ce) corormagrajph CNIE llls55 determiimatioll shows that
perhiaps ats inuch ais 23'X of thle solar- wind miass is compr
)isedh oif CNIE mnass. WVe wish
to compare tile HiELIOS (let('rttiinv
inisses with tile coronlagrap~h results.
We would like to detrminme the solar surface origins of niass ejections by imaging
inldividuial events anid compl~arinlg those froin 1979 to 1985 wVithl coronal mass ejections
ob~servedl by SOLXVIND and the SMIM corotlagrap)il.
InI add~itionl we would like to
com~pare tile HELIOS mass ejectionis with other forms of solar activity suchI as (disap)p~earng filamlenits andl Solar tiares. One co)Ilihpa'isomi Stx~ly of these data deals w~ith tile
extent of mnass ejections ando wVhethler it is piossiblde to decterlliie the inagllitii(le of the
soutllwardl-(irectedl nlagmietic field cotmpjonenit when at mass eject ion arrives at Earthl usIng pre-existing magnetic fields. 'We will attempht to extrapiolate mlodels of pre-existinig
solar surface mnagnietic fields to the HIELI OS spacecraft locat ion andi comtpare thlemi witih
11ELIOS in isft magnietic fieldl (i sivat.iots. We wotildl also like to Intem colale tile lIELIOS mass ejections with othe i- el ate I t terpi t eta my ec!its Sucwh ias miiagn etic cloudos,
bi-directional streaming evenlts and~ shocks. uIportanlt ini thlis study will be collaborations withl others (e.g., Tod Hoeksemia of Stanford University, anld Jack Gosling of Los
Alamos) who hlave important explerience working withl these dlata in tile past.
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Also, still to be studied are the solar surface manifestations of co-rotating features
and the available heliospheric observations which can be compared with them. We
can (1o this by comparing the HELIOS synoptic map data with other synoptic maps
or more directly, feature by feature. The majority of the features decrease in density
relative to the ambient with height above the Sun, and thus were probably most dense
near the solar surface and could have been observed as coronal streamers (Jackson,
1991a). However, a few of the features increase in density with height above the solar
surface. We wish to ascertain the conditions surroun(ling each class of features in order
to determine what interplanetary characteristics they have in common.
IV.B. Metric ani Kilometric Solar Radio Burst Measurements
We have initiated several studies using the metric type III radio burst data at our
disposal. For a few years tihe Culgoora Radioheliograph operated at a higher frequency
(327 M1Hz) than previously at 160, 80 and 43 MHz. Higher frequency radiation comes
from lower heights above the solar surface. The 327 MHz data originates from a height
of -1.4xI0 s km above the active region, which places the location of the radio signal
from the burst well within the active region magnetic geometry. In addition, the higher
frequency observations virtually eliiinate problems that can be caused by iolospherc
refraction. The type III burst prloduction mechianisn of Jackson (1986) predicts the
general magnetic geometry th it should be present at the type III burst production site
(or at least the position at the outer edge of the closed field). Of major interest are
quantitative and structural inagnietic parameters for the active region at the actual burst
onset location and along the path of burst propagAotio. We wish to use the data at our
disposal to better determine these parameters.
The Jackson (1986) mechanism of type III burst production also predicts several
other consequences. Surface Ha flashes or weak X-ray flaring (Lin et al., 1984; Canfield
and Metcalf, 1987) often ascribed to accelerated electrons (and shown approximately to
coincide with type III bursts) will generally not be exactly simultaneous in time with the
bursts. This is because the electron s which may produce these brightenings should be
directed towards the solar surface wliere they produce the flash and not outward as for
normal type III bursts. A type III burst would probably only be observed simultaneously
as a surface flash if the mnechanisin which produced its electrons operated in an isotropic
manner. The mechanism envisioned by Jackson (1986), does not produce an isotropic
electron (listribmition, but one directed by a predictable pre-existing current system. If
tile electrons that produce the Ha flashes are produced by the same directed production
mechanism, then the Jackson (1986) mechanism predicts that the bright Ha flashes
found by Califield and Metcalf (1987) would generally be asymmetric to the bisector of
both magnetic poles of the active region. The Ia flashes would be asymmetric on the
side of the bisector opposite to the type III bursts.
In the first stage of this research we intend to use the Culgoora.type III burst positions
an(1 relate them in three-dimensions to active region geometries much as was done by
Jackson (1986). Because the 1984-85 positions of individual bursts were obtained for
some bursts at four frequencies, the burst location at these times can be obtaine(l at four
different heights above the active region. However, the analysis is statistical with a final
answer from all the observations uncompleted. We would like to build a set of computer
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programs to analyze these data and carry this research forward to its completion. To do
this, the two-dimensional metric type III burst position is located by assuming a height
for the burst radiation in a manner similar to Wild (1962) or Jackson and Levine (1981)
and determining the heliographic coordinates for each burst. Because these type III data
have never before been available, the heliographic burst positions determined will be
mapped and compared to 1984-85 potential field- data (Hocksema and Scherrer, 1986,
for reference see Hoeksema et al., 1983) and Ha synoptic maps from Solar Geophys.
Data in the same way as in Jackson and Levine (1981). In addition, placement of the
type III radio bursts on monthly K-coronameter maps (Fisher et al., 1985) should show
the location of these bursts relative to dense coronal regions.
In the next stage of this study, we will attempt to determine the detailed propagation
of radio bursts within the magnetic geometry for specific active regions. With information available from modeling of the magnetic field structure near expanding active
regions, it may be possible to precisely determine the electron reconnection/current type
of acceleration mechanism responsible for type III bursts. Comparison of bursts with
active region geometries should allcw us to define the type of active regions that show
the effect best. Once we have defined the solar active regions frot mnagnetogramn data
that are good, simple bipolar candidates, we will be able to check the distribution of
Ha flash positions near then. This will allow us to confirm our results from an entirely
different source of data.
As electrons of a type III burst move outward friom the Sun, the interplanetary
medium near them emits kilomnetric radiation. Knowledge of the near-solar-surface
locations of these bursts, their origins in timne relative to solar flares, and their paths
through the helospliere provide a powerful tool to stuldy these events. In addition,
the ability to measure the energies of these electrons in situ give further information
about the acceleration processes which initiates themi. We have begun to incorporate
the intensities of kilometric type III bursts and their heliospheric positions into the
project of tracing these bursts outward from the Sun. This would both help to calibrate
the type III burst radiation and determnine the paths of the electrons as well as trace
the extent and shape of the miagiietic field from Sill to Earth. This study in turn may
help determine which acceleration mneclianisni is responsible for the more energetic (and
potentially dangerous) protons.
Other rc mote-sensing observations of the heliosplere have been obtained using kilometricwave radio observations from the ISEE-3 spacecraft (e.g. Bougeret et al., 1984, Kayser
et al., 1988). Spatial positions, speeds and densities relative to the ambient are currently
being compared for both data sets.
Kilometric-wave observations of type II radio bursts reportedly measure positions
and propagation of heliosphieric shocks. These can be shown to be well-correlated with
mass ejections observed by coronagraphs (e.g., Cane et al., 1987). A comparison of
corresponding data friom the two data sets is possible since they overlap in time quite
well. We expect to initiate comlarison studies I)etweell the HELIOS photometer data
arid the ISEE-3 data to deterni ine if the heliospheric positions which show type II
radio bursts are easily observed lheliosphieric deiisity ,nhaniiceniiits, or if they have other
,listinguishilig ,'haracteristics that can 1be tracd to tie ,h(Iilser regions of the lieliosphere.
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IV.C. AKR Analysis
Currently in preparation are two papers which detail the findings of the current work.
In one paper the AKR propagation in the magnetosphere is documented as it pertains
to different stable solar wind in situ parameters. In another paper, the analysis of the
events observed in the data are detailed. Dr. Jackson is an ociasional guest visitor at
the Observatory of Paris at Meudon under the sponsorship of J.L. Steinberg, P.I. of the
ISEE-3 kilometric instrument. Visits this year at no cost to the Air Force have occurred
in April and September. An additional visit is planned in April 1992.
It is possible to determine the spatial locations of AKR from only half a rotation of the
spacecraft in some instances. Throughout the period of substorm activity when AKR
is active, the location of the AKR shows the extent of the magnetotail/magnetosheath
region of the Earth. We expect to initiate data access from the original ISEE-3 data
files. We plan to do this with an eye to the problems specific to the spiky AKR data in
the hupe that we can obtain more information from the AKR data than has previously
been avaLilable. From these data we intend to (letermine the apparent source direction
of the AKR at different frequencies, its mo(leled size and its intensity.
Using these parameters we will construct AKR images and will attempt to determine
the gross magnetoslbheric structure responsible for the displacement of the AKR. In
addition, it may be possible to use the spatial location of the AKR to help forecast the
onset of substorm activity and its extent. With this new data set and measurements
of positional changes in the magnetotail, it may be possible to view magnetospheric
changes high above the surface of the Earth an,1 prior to its manifestation near the
surface. As the data are being analyzed, we will search the spatial information obtained
for clues that this forecast possibility exists in the data.
We expect that data from other spacecraft within the magnetotail/magnetosheath
region of the Earth at these times will be able to show the general in situ density
and magnetic field. These point measurements can be extrapolated using modeling
techniques. Combined with the positional information available from apparent sources of
AKR at the same time, we may be able to observe a change in the apparent AKR source
location relative to the Earth. Thus, we plan also to locate the additional spacecraft
d;ata that can be used to extrapolate information 1aboi1t the niagmetosheath/mnagnetotail
region of Earth at these times.
We have recently learned that a second weak component of magnetospheric kilomnetric radiation (called Non -Thermal Continuum [NTC] radiation) usually only observed
by ISEE-3 from inside the nmgnetotail shows large 15-20' positional variations. This radiation component, though mearly always present, is very weak and it has only recently
been observed by ISEE-3 outside the mnagnetotail (Steinberg, private communication,
1991). The directional variation interpretation of NTC radiation may be more straightforward than that of AKR and we hope to use these data to advantage.
With both sets of data, from spacecraft near the Earth and ISEE-3, we will attempt
to map the location of various mnagnetospheric features. By a combination of modeling
and ray-tracing, it may be possible to more carefully determine the structure of the
magnetotail/magnetosheath region of Earth. Two important physical questions will be
asked:
1) To what extent can one deconvolve the magnetotail/magnetosheath structures of
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the Earth using ISEE-3 data?
2) To what extent coul( the same structures be determined if one had more sophisticated instruments for observing AIKR and NTC?
Suppose we determine that the data are limited by the spinning ISEE-3 kilometric
antenna system, and that there is really a wealth of structure in the apparent source location of AKR. In this instance, it may be possible to develop a future two-dimensional
imaging instrument to determine magnetospheric structure. In addition to naturallyoccurring AKR or NTC kilomctric radiation, it might be possible to probe the magnetosphere actively either by the use of space-bourne or ground-based transmitters. The
information gathered from ISEE-3 may enable us to determine the extent to which this
is possible.
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V. Conclusions and Executive Summary
Much work has been accomplished from the comparison of HELIOS photometer
observations with coronagraphic and other data. Now these HELIOS data are available
on optical disk, and we have begun to initiate new studies by using the whole data
set more effectively. Our data base provides a uniform and sensitive observational
foundation for long-term global stu(lies. Thus, a further objective with D. Webb at the
Geophysics Lab is to extend our work on mass ejections by using more of the available
data base, and in particular to more completely study the solar cycle dependence of
the properties of the whole mass ejection parameter set. In addition, we would like to
continue to compare our data with kilometric radio-wave remote sensing observations
wherever these data sets are comnplemnentary.
Position determinations using metric and kilometric radio-wave observations are another way to probe the inner heliospheric plasma remotely. Of first importance is the
detailed confirmation of the Jackson (1986) type III burst production mechanism using
Culgoora 327 MHz data. The study will provide positional data of type III bursts within
active region geometries very near the location of the onset of the radio bursts. If the
type III burst production mechanism is correct, then the positional information from
the bursts can be used to map out the current system which surrounds an expanding
active region. In addition, the burst positions will be used to trace open field lines
surrounding active regions which produce type III bursts.
AKR observed from beyond the mnagnetosheath of the Earth j;rovides a technique for
gathering information about the global shape of the magnetosphere. We intend to find
out from the best data currently available, the extent to which this imaging procedure
can be used. Future instrumentation and AKR imaging techniques will surely follow if
these analyses prove valuable.
These studies are of vital interest to the Air Force. This interest goes beyond a wish
to know the detail of how the processes work in order to fornm a more comprehensive
understanding of themi.
In each case for this research we include in time study the
possibility of being able to forecast the arrival of these structures at Earth or their
occurrence prior to their manifestations in the near-Earth environment.
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In summary, the object of this research is to study the problems associated with
heliospheric plasma processes by viewing interplanetary structures and by following energetic electrons from the Sun to 1 AU. Since most of the interaction of the heliosphere
with Earth takes place at the outer boundary of the inagnetosphere, we would also
like to study its extent. Prior to our development of new methods to determine heliospheric structures and trace its magnetic field, studies of these features had to rely on
large, incomplete extrapolations from in situ spacecraft measurements and near-solar
surface observations. This research will greatly enhance the study of these heliospheric
structures to the point that it will be possible to tell how they interact quantitatively
with the Earth. The quantitative assessments include the basic heliospheric structure
parameters which affect Earth such as shape, mass, speed and magnetic field. These
parameters are not currently available by any other means. Not only do we wish to
study the heliospheric structures that interact with Earth, but we also wish to view one
of the primary interaction processes that takes place at Earth (at the magnetospheric
interface) by using one of these same remote-sensing techniques.
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